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Certificate and the 1980
National Natality Survey
by Lois A. Fingerhut, M. A., and Joel C. Kleinman, Ph. D.,
Division of Analysis
Introduction
The primary source of annual natality data in the United
States is the birth certificate. (See appendix figure I.) However,
relatively little information exists on the quality of the data
reported on the birth certificate. It is not very often that the
analyst has an independent source of information with which to
compare the birth certificate data. In 1980 the National Natality
Survey was conducted by the National Center for Health Sta-
tistics. Like its 1972, 1967–69, 1964–66, and 1963 prede-
cessors, this followback survey was designed to provide, pri-
marily, a large amount of information, most of which is not
available elsewhere, on a sample of live births.
The 1980 National Natality Survey also provides an op
portunity to assess the comparability of information obtained
from the birth certificate with information obtained from an
independent source using a different method of data collection.
The purpose of this report is to compare the responses from the
National Natality Survey with responses on the birth certificate
for those items common to both sources. Although it will not be
possible to state which source of data is valid, speculation is
possible in certain instances.
Sources and limitations
of data
The data presented in this report are based on the 1980
National Natality Survey (NNS) conducted by the National
Center for Health Statistics (NCHS). A detailed description of
the methods and procedures employed in these surveys will be
found in a forthcoming report of NCHS. 1
The 1980 NNS was based on a probability sample of the
registered live births in the United States during 1980. (It is
estimated that 99 percent of all births in the United States in.
1980 were registered.2) The files of birth certificates in the 52
registration areas in the United States constituted the sampling
frame for the survey. The registration areas include the 50
States, the District of Columbia, and New York City.
This survey was conducted in basically the same manner
as all of NCHS followback surveys: A nationally representative
sample of vital records is selected from State vital records, and
information is collected from the informants named on them.
However, in this case the sample was drawn so that a dispro-
portionate number of infants weighing less than 2,500 grams
was included to permit detailed analyses of these high-risk
infants. In all, the sample consists of 9,941 live births.
Information beyond that available from the certificates of
live birth was sought from sotwces named on these vital records.
Questionnaires were mailed to mothers who were married
(J’V= 7,825 for the NNS). These women were asked to provide
additional information on prenatal health practices, on prenatal
care, on previous pregnancies, and on social and demographic
characteristics of themselves and their husbands, (See ap
pendix.) A telephone interview containing a subset of questions
from the mail questionnaire was conducted among women who
did not respond to the mail questionnaire. To ensure their
privacy, mothers who were not married were not contacted.
Regardless of the mother’s marital status, questionnaires
were mailed to hospitals and to attendants at deliveries named
on the vital records. Questionnaires were sent to hospitals for
all deliveries that occurred in a hospital or en route to a hospital
(N= 9,855 for the NNS). The hospital questionnaires focused
on labor and delivery characteristics, health characteristics of
the mother and infant, information on prenatal visits, and ex-
1National Center for Health Statistics, K. Keppel: Methods and response char-
acteristics, 1980 National Natality and Fetal Mortality Surveys. Viral and
Healrh Statistics. Series 2. Public Health Service, DHHS, Hyattsville, Md.
To be published.
2National Center for HeaIth Statistics: Viral Sfafisfics of the United .$lafes,
1980, Vol. I, Natality, DHHS Pub. No. (PHS) 85-1100, Public Health Service.
Washington. U.S. Government Printing Ofllce, 1984.
posure to radiation examinations or treatments during the 12
months preceding delivery.
Questionnaires were also mailed to attendants at delivery
(physicians, nurse-midwives, and so forth) for those deliveries
where”the attendant’s address was not the same as the address
of the hospital (N= 7,939 for the NNS). The questionnaires
sent to attendants also sought information on prenatal visits
and exposure to radiation examinations or treatments.
If the hospital or the attendant at delivery had little or no
information concerning prenatal care, the name and address of
another facility or individual that could provide this information
was requested, and questionnaires were sent accordingly, ~
This analysis is limited to survey and birth certificate re-
spondents of single live births. The overall response rates from
the mother’s questionnaire are 81.7 percent for white (as defined
on the birth certificate) mothers and 64.5 percent for black
mothers. From the hospital questionnaire the response rates
(also based on single live births) are 78.2 percent for white
births and 67.9 percent for black births (table A). Response
rates vary by certain characteristics such as age And education
of mother. A more detailed discussion of NNS response rates
will be found in a forthcoming NCHS report. 1
When assessing comparability between the birth certificate
and NNS, it is important to remember that the data refer only
to the selected sample of respondents. In certain cases (for
example, questions asked only on the mother’s mail question-
naire) these effective response rates can be below 50 percent,
The effective nonresponse rates are based on the total number
of potential respondents. The rate is defined as the number of
nonrespondents to particular questions (item nonresponse)
plus the number of nonrespondents to the entire survey per 100
nonrespondents (numerator) plus respondents. Excluded are
respondents from those States that did not collect selected
variables on the birth certificate ( appendix table I). The follow-
ing sections of this report indicate the effective nonresponse
rates for particular variables used in this analysis (appendix
table II). The total numbers shown in the detailed tables exclude
all those cases of item nonresponse. In general, item nonre-
sponse rates are quite low, often less than 2 percent.
Finally, each variable in this report is examined separately
for white and black respondents because of the vastly different
Sp. p]acek The 198r)National Natality Survey and National Fetal MwroMY
Survey-Methods used and PHS agency participation. Public Hm/fh RLyrIJrIA
99(2):1 11-116, Mar. -Apr. 1984.
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Table A. Number of respondents and response rates for the
mother’s and the hospital questionnaires for single live births,
by rece and marital status of mothec National Natality Survey,
1980
Response
Category of respondent Number rate 1
Total number of live births sampled. . . . . . . .
Total number of single live births. . . . . . . . . . .
Mother’s quastionnaire
White mothers3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Respondents to mail questionnaire . . . . . . .
Respondents to telephone questionnaire. . .
Nonrespondents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unmarried—no questionnaire sent . . . . . . .
Black mothers3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Respondents to mail questionnaire . . . . . . .
Respondents to telephone questionnaire. , .
Nonraspondents, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unmarried—no questionnaire sent . . . . . .
Hospital questionnaire
White mothers3, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Respondents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nonrespondents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Out-of-hospital dellvery-no questionnaire
sent,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Respondents, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nonrespondents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Out.of-hospital delivery-no
questionnaire sent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Notmarrled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Respondents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nonrespondents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Out-of-hospital delivery-no
questionnaire sent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blachmothers3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Respondents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nonrespondents . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Out-of-hospital delivery-no questionnaire
sent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Married, , ...,,....,,,..,,,,,.. ,,, .,,,
Respondents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nonrespondents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Out-of-hospital delivery-no
question naire sent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Notmamed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Respondents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nonrespondents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Out-of-hospital delivery-no




































































I 1Rate IS the number of respondents diwded by the number of respondents plus
nonrtispondents multiplied by 100.
‘Includes 2&l cases of other rsces and 21 cases wnh mother’s race not stated
3/4s defined by the birth certificate.
Table B. Data items from the birth certificate and source of
comparable data from National Natality Survey: 1980
Mother’s Mother’s
Birth certthcare marl telephone Hospital
item questionnaire questionnaire questionnaire
Race of mother . . . x x
Race of father . x x
Age of mother. x x
Age of father. . . . . x
Education of
mother . . . . . . . . . x x
Education of
father, . . . . . . . . . x x
Delivery date . . . . . x x




pregnancy ., . . . x x
Month prenatal
care began. . . . . x
Birth weight. x
Gestation. . . . . . . . x
Apgar score:
l minute . . . . . . x
5mlnute . . . . . . x
characterktics of white and black births as well as the large
difference in NNS response rates.
Because the mother’s questionnaire was only sent to mar-
ried mothers, most data items are compared among married
mothers. In 1980, 55 percent of all black births in the United
States occurred to unmarried black mothers (compared with 11
percent of white births), causing a serious limitation to the data
for black mothers. However, the hospital questionnaire was
mailed regardless of mother’s marital status and, hence, the
item responses from this source provide more complete infor-
mation for black births.
All tables in this report are for single births. Plural births
(as defined on the birth certificate) were omitted because of the
possibility of confusing the sampled birth with the “wrong”
1980 delivery. Table B shows the items included in this analysis
and the source of the data.
Because it is impossible to determine whether the birth
certificate or NNS provides the correct information, the choice
of denominators for percents is somewhat arbitrary. Birth cer-
tificate counts have been chosen as denominators, and the
percent of survey respondents is presented in the same category
as the measure of agreement. This decision was made to facili-
tate assessment of the potential misclassification in the annual
natality statistics which are based on birth certificate data.
3
Demographic measures
Race of mother and father
Reporting of race was highly consistent between the birth
certificate and the mother’s questionnaire (mail and telephone).
Agreement for mothers and fathers was 95.5 and 94.4 percent,
respectively, for those reported as white on the birth certificate,
and 96.1 and 94.8 percent, respectively, for those reported as
black (table C). It is noteworthy that of the 239 mothers coded
as “white” on the birth certificate but not on the NNS, 55
percent were coded as “other” (table 1). About half of these
‘6others” defined their national origin on the survey (as distinct
from race) as Mexican. Because in 198098 percent of births
to women of Mexican heritage were classified as white on the
birth certificate, inclusion of these births with all other white
births would bring the two sources into closer agreement. Similar
proportions were noted for fathers (table 2). The effective non-
response rates for mother’s and father’s races are 21.7 and
22.5 percent, respectively.
Age of mother and fathe[
Age is defined on the birth certificate as age at time of
delive~ (which translates to age as of last birthday). The
mother’s questionnaire asks for date of birth (mother’s birth
date comes from the mail and telephone questionnaires; father’s
birth date is asked only on the mail questionnaire). From the
parents’ date of birth and the delivery date of the infant (see
section entitled “Delivery dates”), age of parents at time of de-
livery was computed for the survey data. Even though the two
sources did not obtain age in the same manner, agreement was
very high (tables D and 3). By singleyears of age, white mothers’
ages agreed in 97.4 percent of the cases; in 5-year age groups,
the two sources agreed in 99.3 percent of the cases. Among
black mothers, agreement was also very higlx 94.3 percent in
single years and 98.1 percent for 5-year age groups.
Table C. Race of mother and father given as percent of cases from
the mother’s questionnaire in agreement with the birth certificate:
1980
Race on birth certificate Mother Father
Percent
White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95.5 94.4
Black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96,1 94.8
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94.7 95.2
NOTE: National Natality Survey data are from the mail and telephone versions
of the mother”s quest! onnstre.
Tabla D. Age of mother and father given as percent of cases from
the mother’s questionnaire in agreement with the birth certificsta
by race: 1980
Mother Father
Age on birth certificate White Black White Black
Percent
Alleges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.3 98.1 98.7 93.8
Under 20 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.1 94.6 97.7 “100.0
20-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.3 98.6 98,8 90.6
25-29 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.6 96.5 98.8 95.5
30–34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.3 98.7 98.5 90.4
35 years And over . . . . . . . . . . . 97.3 *96.7 98.5 “97.6
NOTES: National Natalny Survey data for the mother are from the mall and
telephone verstons of the mother’s questionnaire and for the father are from lh~
mall veralon only.
Race IS as defined by the birth cert!flcate.
All age totals are for grouped data,
Comparability for father’s age was not quite as high. By
single year of age, agreement was only 93.8 percent for white
fathers and 80.8 percent for black fathers. Discrepancies were
mostly limited to within 5-year age groups-agreement in-
creased to 98.7 percent for white fathers and 93.8 percent for
black fathers when 5-year age groups were compared. Among
white persons, the general tendency was for the survey to
understate father’s age relative to the birth certificate; no pattern
could be discerned for black persons (table 4).
The effective nonresponse rates are much higher for fathers
than for mothers because father’s birth date was not included
on the telephone questionnaire. The rates are 18.7 and 36.0
percent for white and black mothers, respectively, and 42,4
and 63.4 percent for white and black fathers, respectively.
Education of mother and father
Education of mother and father was reported on the birth
certificate by 47 States and the District of Columbia in 1980.
Agreement levels between the birth certificate and the mother’s
questionnaire (mail and telephone) were generally highest for
men and women with 4 or more years of college education and
lowest for those with less than 9 years OFschooling (tables E, 5,
and 6). Overall agreement for a five-level categorization ranged
from a high of 88 percent for white mothers to a low of 78
percent for black fathers.
Most of the discrepancies appear to result from “heaping”
on grade 12. Agreement with the birth certificate for white
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Table E, Education of mothar and father given aa percent of cases
from the mother’e questionnaire in agreemant with the birth
certificate by race: 1980
black mothers, respectively, and 19.1 and 38.1 percent for
education of white and black fathers, respectively).
Mother Father
Completed years of education
on biilh certificate White Black White Black
Percent
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88.0 84.3 86.3 77.9
O-8 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75.3 *83.3 74.8 *58.3
9-n years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87.1 78.9 84.2 78.0
12 years .,, . .,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90.7 83.8 86.9 79.4
13-15 years.....,,.,,...,,.. 78.5 84.5 77.0 72.2
16yeers or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93.7 92.9 94.7 83.3
NOTES: Data for California, Texas, and Washington are excluded because the
Information is not gathered on the birth certificates in thesa States.
National Natallty Survey data are from the mail and talephone versions of the
mother’s questionnaire.
Agraement la for grouped data.
mother’s education was only 78.5 percent at grades 13– 15
with an additional 19.9 percent of those stating grades 13– 15
on the certificate indicating grade 12 on the survey. The largest
discrepancy occurs between grades 12 and 13. Of those white
mothers who were classified as grade 13 according to the birth
certificate (N= 428), one-third indicated grade 12 on the survey
(table 5),
There appears to be a rather plausible explanation for this.
Of the 186 white mothers who indicated grade 12 on the survey
questionnaire and grades 13– 15 on the birth certificate, 82
percent had also indicated on the survey that they had had
vocational or trade school training (which was not to be included
in the years of regular schooling). On the other hand, only 28
percent of the 1,841 white mothers who indicated grade 12 on
both the questionnaire and the birth certificate reported any
vocational or trade school training. It appears, therefore, that
the birth certificate often includes this type of post-high-school
training as years beyond high school.
The effective nonresponse rates are similar for mother’s
and father’s education and twice as high for black as for white
respondents (18,0 and 37.1 percent for education of white and
Delivery dates
Of all the items on the birth certificate, the one that ought
to have the least amount of error associated with it is the delivery
date. This is an objective “measure” not open to interpretation
(apart from the time surroundirig midnight). For the samples of
single white live births (N= 5,399) and single black births
(N= 423) the delivery dates according to the birth certificate
agreed with the dates provided by white mothers in 97.5 percent
of the cases and by black mothers in 95.9 percent of the cases.
These percents exclude cases where no birth date was given on
the mother’s questionnaire. (This represented 85 cases among
white births and 12 cases among black births.) The remaining
2.5 percent of white and 4.1 percent of black cases fall into one




a. White—N = 57
b. Black–N = 4
These are discrepancies arising from survey dates differing
by 1 day or 1 month (not an unlikely event when month is
entered as a number— 1 through 12—rather than by name—
January through December) and from coding errors (Feb-
ruary 29 was miscoded on the birth certificate portion of
the record).
Nonmatches
a. White–N = 74
b. Black—N = 13
About one-fourth of the nonmatches among white births
and one-half of the nonmatches among black births may
have resulted from the mother not including the sampled
birth in the pregnancy history section of the questionnaire.
Adding the reasonable matches to the true matches raises
the agreement levels to 98.6 percent among delivery dates for




The mother’s pregnancy history data are derived from
various items on the mother’s questionnaire. Omissions on the
questionnaire could have resulted from nonreporting of miscar-
riages, stillbirths, or induced abortions; discrepancies with the
birth certificate could have arisen from problems of definition—
for example, fetal death versus death after moments of birth.
These decisions (on definitions and omissions) can vary not
only among physicians completing the birth certificate but
among mothers as well. To assure data as comparable as pos-
sible, the following additional cases were excluded from analyses
of pregnancy history items: When the delivery date on the birth
certificate did not equal the delivery date of the sampled birth
(to assure that cases with outcomes subsequent to the sampled
event and cases with no date given on questionnaire were
omitted); when the outcome of the sampled event was not de-
fined on the mother’s questionnaire as a live birt~ and for the
few cases (N= 11) where the birth certificate indicated a single
birth and the survey indicated a multiple birth,
Live birth order
Live birth order is computed from the birth certificate item
on number of previous live births. It also appears on the detailed
pregnancy history part of the mother’s questionnaire (mail and
telephone). For single births, overall agreement between the
two sources was 97.6 percent for white mothers and 93.6 per-
cent for black mothers. Agreement was highest for first and
second births (table F). For live birth orders three or higher,
the survey was more likely to understate the number of live
births relative to the birth certificate. Among white births, for
example, at live birth orders four and five or higher, about 6
Table F. Live birth order given as percent of cases from the
mother’s questionnaire in agreement with the birth certificate by
race of mothec 1980
Live birth order on birth certificate White Black
Percent
All live births . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97,6 93.6
Ist live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98.8 95.8
2d live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98.1 96.9
3d live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . ...,.,,, . . . . . . . 96.3 86.6
4th live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91.9 “87.1
5thorhigher live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91.1 *96.7
NOTE: National Natality Survey data are from the mail and telephone versions
of the mother’s questionnaire.
and 9 percent were classified by the survey as lower live birth
orders. The marginal distributions from both sources were very
similar (table 7). The effective nonresponse rates for white and
black mothers are 21.9 and 40.9 percent, respectively.
Prior fetal loss
The number of prior fetal deaths is derived from the birth
certificate item on terminations before and after 20 weeks of
gestation, including spontaneous and induced terminations. In
1980, seven States and the District of Columbia did not require
this separate reporting and hence are omitted from the table.
Prior fetal deaths are also part of the detailed pregnancy history
section of the mother’s questionnaire (mail and telphone). The
mother’s questionnaire requests separate information on still-
births, miscarriages, and abortions so that the analyst can define
fetal deaths by any combination of these three outcomes. Data
from the birth certificate do not permit this level of detaik ges-
tation of 20 weeks is the only indication of type of fetal loss.
Reporting appears to have been slightly more complete on the
mother’s questionnaire for all fetal losses but not for stillbirths
(table G).
Agreement on the total number of fetal losses was not very
high. While 92.1 percent of white mothers and 88.4 percent of
black mothers agreed that they had no prior fetal losses, agree-
ment on one or more losses was only 83.8 percent for white
mothers and 72.7 percent for black mothers (table H). There
Table G. Proportion of prior fetal deaths from the birth certificate
and the mother’s questionnaire by race of mother 1980
Source of data and type of fetal loss White Black
8irth certificate Percent
lormore prior fetai deaths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.9 26,4
1 or more terminations after 20 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . 3.2 6.2
Mother’s questionnaire
1 or more prior fetal deaths (including abortions,
miscarriages, and stillbirths) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.1 27.7
1 or more miscarriages or stillbirths. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.7 19.5
Ior more stillbirths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.1 5.8
NOTES: Data from Ccnnectlcut, Delaware, Loutslana, Minnesota, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, Texas, and the District of Columbta are excluded because the
information IS not gathered on the birth certtflcates In thesa States,
National Natallty Survey data are from the mall and telephone vsrsmns of the
mother’s questionnaire.
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Table H, Prior fetal deaths given as percent of cases from the
mother’s questionnaire in agreement with the birth certificate by
race of mother 1980
Table J. Outcome of last pregnancy given as percent of cases from
the mother’s questionnaire in agreement with the birth certificate
by race of mother: 1980
All fetal deaths on birth certificate White Black Outcome of last pregnancy on birth certificate White Black
Percent
None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92.1 88.4
1 ormoreprlor fetal deaths.,......,...,.. 83.8 72.7
Iprlor fetal death, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75.4 58.5
Zormore prior fetal deaths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84.5 *66.7
NOTES: Data from Connecticut, Delaware, Loulslana, Minnesota, North Carol,na,
Oklahomm Texas, and the District of Columb(a are excluded because the
In furmatlon IS not gathered on the birth cert!flcates In these States
N,<tmnal Natal!ty Survey data are from the mall and telephone versions of the
mother’s questionnaire,
was very little agreement on the exact number of prior fetal
deaths (table 8), The effective nonresponse rates are 21.3 per-
cent for white mothers and 41.9 percent for black mothers.
Outcome of last pregnancy
Outcome of last pregnancy is derived from dates of last
live birth or fetal death on the birth certificates of 48 States and
the District of Columbia. The mother’s questionnaire (mail
and telephone versions) was used for comparison. There was
Percent
Noprewousp regnancy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91.8 85.7
Lweblrth. ,. .,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96.6 94.9
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83.3 *79.3
NOTES Data from Lou!slana and Texas are excluded because the information
IS not gathered on the birth certificates In these States
Nat!onal Natallty Survey data are from the mall and telephone versions of the
mother’s quest mnnalre.
very high agreement for the live birth catego~ (96.6 percent
for white mothers and 94.9 percent for black mothers), but a
much lower level of agreement for the nonlive (“other”) birth
outcome (83. 3 percent for white mothers and 79.3 percent for
black mothers (tables J and 9)). These “other” outcomes are
detailed on the questionnaire as miscarriage, stillbirth, and
abortion. About 92 percent of white females and 86 percent of
black females agreed on “no previous pregnancy.” Some of the
disagreement may be a result of failure to include early termina-
tions of prior pregnancies. The effective nonresponse rates are
27.9 and 49.6 percent for white and black mothers, respectively.
Outcome measures
Birth weight
Birth weight was obtained from the birth certificate and the
hospital questionnaire. Overall agreement for white and black
single births was 97.3 and 96.2 percent, respectively, in 500-
gram categories from less than 500 to 4,500 grams and over
(table 10). Using three categories (less than 1,500,1,500-2,499,
and 2,500 grams or more) discrepancies were slightly greater
in the low-birth-weight groups among white births although the
lowest level of agreement was still 97.3 percent (in the less
than 1,500-gram group). Among black births the less than
1,500-gram group showed more discrepancies than the other
two groups. There were virtually no differences by marital status
for either race (table K). The effective nonresponse rates for
white and black births are 23.9 and 33.6 percent, respectively.
Gestation
Gestation was obtained from the birth certificates of 48
States and the District of Columbia. The survey’s estimates
come from the hospital questionnaire:. For live births, gestation
on the birth certificate is computed as the number of completed
weeks between date of birth and date of last menstrual period.
On the hospital questionnaire gestation was not computed but
was estimated either by knowledge of the woman’s last men-
strual period or by a physician’s examination of the newborn.
(Approximately two-thirds of the cases were estimated by last
menstrual period.) The actual date of the last menstrual period
was not ascertained on the questionnaire. These two methods
of obtaining gestation—computation and estimation—produce
very different estimates of the length of pregnancy. The marginal
distributions of gestation based on the birth certificate and the
hospital questionnaire are not similar, even after limiting the
comparison to survey data that were estimated based on last
menstrual period.
Because gestation is particularly important in distinguishing
between term and preterm low birth weight, gestation was
analyzed by bhth weight. Among white infants the marginal
distributions by gestation are given in table L. Note that com-
pared with the birth certificate, the hospital questionnaire shows
considerable heaping at 36 and at 40 weeks. This poses a serious
problem for using gestation data not computed from the last
menstrual period.
To estimate the agreement between the birth certificate
and hospital questionnaire on the proportion of preterm and
term low-birth-weight infants, consideration must be given to
the hospital questionnaire’s heaping at 36 weeks. First, if it is
assumed that for the preterm (less than 37 weeks) low-birth-
weight white infants as recorded on the birth certificate
(N= 398) all of the hospital estimates at 36 weeks were truly
preterm (the “best” situation), then agreement would be 89.7
percent (table M). If, however, all of those at 36 weeks were, in
fact, 37 weeks or more of gestation (the “worst” situation),
agreement would drop to 73.9 percent. Probably the “true”
estimate lies somewhere between. Similarly, for the term (37
weeks or more) low-birth-weight white infants based on the
birth certificate (N= 255), agreement ranges from a high of
87.5 percent (36 weeks or more based on the hospital ques-
tionnaire) to a low of 72.6 percent (37 weeks or more based on
the hospital questionnaire). Similar proportions can be observed
for gestation of black infants (tables M and 11).
Apart from the two States that did not report gestation,
relatively high proportions of white and black low-birth-weight
Table K. Birth weight given as parcent of cases from the hospital questionnaire in agreement with the birth certificate by race and marital
status of mothec 1980
White Black
Not
Birth weight on biith certificate
Not
Total Married married Total Married married
Percent
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) . . . . . . . . . 99.4 99,5 98.4 98.5 , 99.1 98,2
Less than 1,500 grama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97.3 99.1 “90.9 94.0 “100.0 *90.O
l,500–2,499 grams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97.5 97.7 96.4 96.5 95.9 96.8
2,500 grams or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.7 99.8 99.4 99.7 100.0 99.3
NOTES: National Natality Survey data are from the hospmal questionnaire.
Totals are for grouped data.
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Table L. Percent distribution of low- and normal-weight white births by weeks of gestation, according to source of data: 1980
Low birth weight Normal birth weight
Birth Hospital Birth Hospital
Gestation certificate questionnaire certificate questionnaire
Percent dmtrlbution
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Less than 32 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.3 16.1 0.4 0.1
32-35 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.0 33.8 2.4 1.1
36 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.6 15.5 2.3 3.9
37-39 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.4 22.1 35.2 28.1
40 weeAs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.7 9.8 24.0 46.6
41 weeks and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.0 2.8 35.7 20.0
NOTE: Data from COnnectlcut and New Mexico are excluded because the Informat!cm IS not gathered on the b,rth certrflcates an these States.
Table M. Gastation given as percent distribution of cases from the hospital questionnaire for low-birth-weight infants (less than 2,500 grams),
according to race of mothar and gestation on the birth certificate: 1980
Gestation on hospital questionnaire
Rata of mother and gestation on Less than 36 37–39 40 41 weeks
bitih certificate Number Total 36 weeks weeks weeks weeks or more
White Percent dwtributlon
Less than 37 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 398 100.0 73,9 15.8 8.0 2.3
37weeks or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255 100.0 12.5 14.9 439 21.6 7.1
Black
Less than 37 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137 100.0 72.3 16.8 9.5 1.5
37weeks or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89 100.0 14.6 6.7 55.1 20.2 3.4
NOTES: Oata from Connecticut and New Mexico are excluded because the !nformatton IS not gathered on the b!rth certificates tn these States
Nmwrml Natahty Survey data are from the hospital questionnaire.
The birth certiflcata and the hospital questionnaire agraad on birth weight.
cases (23 and 29 percent, respectively) were missing data on
gestation from the birth certificate. As a result, the effective
nonresponse rates are quite high, about 56 percent for white
and black respondents,
Apgar scores
Named after Virginia Apgar, M. D., Apgar scores are an
evaluation of an infant at 1 and 5 minutes after birth. Five
indicators are scored Heart rate, respiratory effort, muscle
tone, reflex irritability, and color. Each factor is assigned a
value from O–2. The overall score is the sum of the five values.
In general, a score of 7–10 is considered satisfactory, 4-6 in-
dicates that the infant is moderately depressed, and O-3 that
the infant may require emergency procedures for survival.
Scores were obtained from the birth certificates of 44
States for 1-minute scores, from 43 States and the District of
Columbia for 5-minute scores, and from the hospital question-
naire. Overall agreement levels for ungrouped scores were
about the same for white and black births regardless of marital
status, about 93 percent for the l-minute score and 95 percent
for the 5-minute score. Overall, agreement for grouped scores
(O-3, 4-6, and 7-10) was considerably higher, 98-99 percent.
Agreement levels for scores in the 4–6 range, however, were
generally somewhat lower than for scores in the 7– 10 range,
regardless of race or marital status (table N).
Both the birth certificate and the hospital questionnaire
showed that three-fourths of the 1-minute scores for white in-
fants were in the 8-9 range compared with two-thirds of the
black l-minute scores. At 5 minutes about 86 percent of white
scores versus about 80 percent of black scores were in the
9-10 range. For both the 1- and 5-minute Apgars, scores in the
midrange according to the birth certificate were somewhat
overstated on the questionnaire (table 12). The effective non-
response rates are about 26 percent for white respondents and
38 percent for black respondents.
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Table N. 1- and 5-minute Apger scores given as parcent of cases from the hospital questionnaire in agreement with the birth certificate by
rata and marital status of mothec 1980
Wh/te Black
Not Not
Apgar score Total Married married Total Married married
1 minute Percent
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98.8 98.9 98.6 97.7 97.7 97.8
o-3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97.2 96.7 *1 00.0 *95.2 *87.5 *1 OO.O
4-6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94.7 94.3 “97.6 90.0 “96.4 86.5
7–lo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.3 99.3 98.7 98.8 98.4 99.0
5 minute
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.4 99.5 98.6 99.5 99.3 99.6
o-3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94.4 *96.4 *87.5 *95.O *87.5 “1 00.0
4-6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91.6 91.2 *93.3 *90.9 “100.0 *86.7
7-lo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.6 99.7 99.0 99.9 99.7 100.0
NOTES: For 1 -minute Apgar scores, data from California, Delaware, Louisiana, Minnesota, Oklahoma, Texas, and the Oistrict of Columbia are excluded because the
information IS not gathered on the birth certificate in these States. For 5-minute Apgar scores, data from these States plus Connecticut are excluded; however, data
from the District of Columbia are included.
Totals are for grouped data.




Data on trimester prenatal care began are derived from the
birth certificate and from the mother’s questionnaire (mail ver-
sion only), The question of when prenatal care began is a dif-
ficult one to assess. There is no way to determine which source
of information-the mother’s questionnaire or birth certificate—
is likely to be more accurate. First, hospitals seem to vary in
their practices of obtaining this information for the birth certifi-
cate. Second, a mother may recall the date she went for her
first visit but may not know whether that was, for example, her
third or fourth month of pregnancy. Finally, the mother’s
medical records (from her physician or from the hospital) may
not show all of her visits, especially if she changed physicians
during her pregnancy.
Although there was an overall 88 percent agreement among
white mothers between the birth certificate and the mother’s
questionnaire on trimester prenatal care began, the overriding
tendency was for the mother to state care beginning earlier than
was indicated by the birth certificate (table 13), Agreement for
first trimester care was very high (95.6 percent); however,
agreement for the second and third trimesters was considerably
lower (39.0 and 32,3 percent, respectively) (table O). More
than half of these white mothers indicated on the questionnaire
that care began in the first trimester as opposed to the second
and third trimesters indicated on the birth certificate. The net
effect was that 87 percent of the white mothers indicated first
trimester on the birth certificate versus 91 percent of the white
Table O. Trimester prenatal care began given as percent of cases
from the mother’s questionnaire in agreement with the birth
certificate by race of mother 1980
Trimester on birth certificate White Black
Percent
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88.0 70.0
Ist trimester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95.6 81.4
Zd trimester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.0 *38.3
3dtrimester or no care . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.3 *28.6
NOTES: National Nataltty Survey data are from the ma!l vera!on of the mother’s
questionnaire.
Totals are for grouped data.
mothers on the questionnaire. About 2 percent of the birth cer-
tificates did not have information on when prenatal care began.
Although the agreement levels were consistently lower
among black mothers, they were in the same direction as among
white mothers. Overall agreement was 70.0 percent, with 81.4
percent agreeing on first trimester care (table O). Second and
third trimester agreement was very low. On the birth certificate
and on the mother’s questionnaire 74 percent of black mothers
stated care began in the first trimester (table 13). The effective
nonresponse rates are very high, 44.4 percent for white mothers
and 68.0 percent for black mothers.
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Discussion
Based on respondents to the 1980 National Natality Survey
(NNS), the reliability of the data recorded on the birth certifi-
cates varies for different items. Overall, agreement between the
birth certificate and the mother’s questionnaire was very high
for most items. However, agreement levels were generally
higher for white respondents than for black respondents.
In addition, the reliability of the variables concerning preg-
nancy history is not entirely certain given the definitional prob-
lems surrounding reporting of early terminations of pregnancy.
This is clearly seen in the discussion of outcome of the last
pregnancy when agreement levels for nonlive birth outcomes
were relatively low.
On the whole, marginal distributions of most variables were
similar for the survey items and for items from the birth certifi-
cate. This would bode well for analyses of general trends in
natality characteristics based on birth certificate data. However,
as has been discussed, agreement for individual items or vari-
ables is not nearly as complete. Although this could lead to
biases in assessing relationships among specific variables, the
following example suggests that the problem may not be too
serious. Consider the effects of education and live birth order
on the use of early prenatal care (three variables for which dis-
agreement was relatively high) among white women 20 years
of age and over. Table P shows that although the proportion
with early care is higher based on the NNS, the patterns are
similar. Women with live birth order of two or more have lower
use compared with women with live birth order one. Use of
early care also increases with increasing education.
The only major difference between the two data sources is
that for live birth order one, the NNS shows a big decrease
between 12 and less than 12 years of education while the birth
certificate shows no difference between these groups. The live
birth order one, under 12 years of education group, however, is
rather unusual in that it shows no difference between birth cer-
tificate and NNS even though all the other groups show higher
use on NNS. Furthermore, the value of 90 percent with early
care is rather high when compared with tabulation of all 1980
birth certificates for white married mothers 20 years of age and
over with less than a high school education having their first
live birth, which show 77 percent with early care. This anomaly
is probably just the result of the small numbers involved in the
NNS (37 mothers).
Table P, Percent of white married women 20 years of age and over
beginning prenatal care in the 1st trimester of pregnancy, by birth
order, education, and source of data: 1980
Birth National
Birth order and education certificate Natality Suwey
Live birth order 1 Percent!
O-12 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90.3 90,5
12 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90.2 97.7
13-15 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93.6 96.4
16years or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93.5 96.8
Live birth order 2 or more
0–12 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69.6 78.0
12 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84.8 89.9
13-15 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87.4 93.3
16years or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92.0 94.9
1Based on weighted numbers.
The most serious limitation of this study involves nonre-
sponse. The effective nonresponse rate for the items considered
varied from 18 to 68 percent. Unfortunately it is difficult to
determine whether the birth certificate information is less re-
liable among nonrespondents,
In 1980 a similar comparability report was published4
based on the 1972 NNS. Although detailed comparisons with
that report cannot be made, primarily because questionnaire





Agreement rates for ages of mother and father were similar,
Similar problems on the question of education were noted
with particular reference to grades 12 and 13– 15, Grouped
data showed similar agreement levels except that agree-
ment for black mothers was higher in 1980 than in 1972.
Live-birth-order agreement levels were consistently high.
Birth-weight agreement within 500-gram intervals was
similar for white respondents (97 percent) but was higher
for black respondents in 1980 (96 percent) than in 1972
(91 percent).
4National Center for Hea]th Statistics, L. J. Querec: Comparability of rePorting
between the birth certificate and the National Natality Survey, Vifal and Health
Statistics. Series 2, No. 83. DHEW Pub. No. (PHS) 80-1357, Public Health
Service, Washington. U.S. Government Printing Office, Apr. 1980.
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Table 1. Comparability of mother’s race aa reportad on the birth certificate and the mother’s questionnaire: 1980
Race on mother’s questionnaire
All American Indian Asian or
Race on birth certificate races White Black or A Iaskan Native Pacific Islander Other
All races . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,883 5,093 404 101 132 153
White. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,323 5,084 11 75 22 131
Black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 409 2 393 4 4 6
India n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 5
Asian or Pacific islander . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21 2 3
118 1 1 104
Chinese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12
19 19
Japanese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 11 2
Filipino .,,.,..............,.,.. . . . . . . . . . . 25 21 4
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 1 1 53
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
2 1 1
NOTE: National Natality Survey data are from the mail and telephone versiona of the mother’s queatlonnaire.
Teble 2. Comparability of father’s race aa reported on the birth certificate and the mother’s questionnaire: 1980
Race on mother’s questionnaire
All American Indian Asian or
Race on birth certificate races White Black or Alaskan Native Pacific Islander Other
All races . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,820 4,973 411 120 129 187
White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Asian or Pacific Islander. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chinese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Japanese, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Filipino . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hawaiian .,,...,...,........,,. . . . . . . . . . . .
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .








































NOTE: National Natality Survey data ara from the mail and telephone varaiona of the mother’s questionnaire.
Table 3, Comparability of mother’s aga as reportad on the birth certificate and the mothar’s questionnaire by race of mothec 1980
Age on mother’s questionnaire
All Under 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40 years
Race and age on bilth certificate ages 20 years years years years years and over
White
Alleges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,377 445 1,742 1,940 993 225 32
Under 20yesra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 446 442 4
20-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,743 2 7,731 8
25-29 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 1
1,935 1 5 1,927
30-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 1
992 2 4
35-39 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965 1
229 1






Alleges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 420 35 140 139 76 27 3
Under 20 years.............,,. . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 35 1 1
20-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140 138 2
25-29 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137 1 135
30-34 years, , .,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
76 75
35-39 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
27 1
40 years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26
3 3
NOTE: National Natality Survey data are from the mall and telephone versiona of the mother’s queationnalre,
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Table 4. Comparability of father’a age as reported on the birth certificate and the mothar’s questionnaire by rata of fathen 1980
Age on mother’s questionnaire
All Under 20–24 25-29 30-34 35 years
Race and age on birth certificate ages 20 years years years years and over
White
Alleges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under 20 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20-24 yea,rs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-29 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35 years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Black
Alleges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under 20 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-29 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





















































NOTE National Natality Survey data are from the mall version of the mother’s questlonna!re
Tabla 5, Comparability of mother’s education as reported on the birth certificate and the mother’s questionnaire by race of mothan 1980
Education on mother’s questionnaire
O-8 9-11 12 13 14 15 16 years
Race and education on birth certificate Total years years years years years years or more
White
Total, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,369 90 517 2,085 362 382 130 803
O-8 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 64 15 4 2
9-n years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 504 14 439 46 3 1
12yaars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
2,029 11 62 1,841 68 20 4 23
13years . ..i. i, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 428 1 139 244 38 4 2
14 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 369 33 31 283 18 4
15 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140 14 8 27 83 8
16years or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 814 1 8 8 13 21 763
Black
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350 16 49 153 25 29 18 60
O-8 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 10 1 1
9-n years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52 4 40 8
12 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160 2 8 134 5 2 1 8
13 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 8 15
14 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 1 5 22 8 1
15 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 1 3 7
16years or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 2 2 51
NOTES: Oatc+from California, Texaa, and Waahlngton ara excludsd becauss the Information E not gathsred on the birth certificates In these States.
National Natality Survey data are from the mall and telephone versions of the mother’s questionnaire.
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Table 6. Comparability of father’s education as reported on the birth certificate and the mother’s questionnaire by race of father: 1980
Education on mother’s questionnaire
O-8 9-11 12 13 14 15 16 years
Race and education on birth certificate Total years years years years years years or more
White
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,312 116 465 1,752 239 463 152 1,125
0–8 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 83 17 9 1
9-n years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
431 17 363 48 1 1 1
12yaars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,765 13 76 1,533 68 50 5
13 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20
289 3 90 132 59 2 3
14 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 442 1 3 55 37 287 41
15 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18
152 2 1 7 1 45 76 20
16yeara or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,122 2 10 20 28 1,062
Black
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 344 15 61 151 IB 29 15 55
O-8 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 7 2 2
9-n years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
59 5 46 7
12 yeara ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
165 3 13 131 8 5 1 4
13 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 5 6 4 1
14 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 6 3 13





16yeara or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
54 1 4 4 45
NOTES: Data from California, Texas, and Washington are excluded because the information is not gathered on the birth certificates in these States.
National Nstsllty Survay data sra from the mail and telephone versions of the mother’s questionnaire.
Table 7. Comparability of live birth order as reported on the birth certificate and the mother’s questionnaire by race of mother 1980
Live birth order on mother’s questionnaire
5th
All 1st 2d 3d 4th or higher
Race and live birth order on birth certificate live births live birth live birth live birth live birth live birth
White
Alllive birtha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lat live birth, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2d live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3d live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4th live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5thorhigher live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Black
All live births . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lat live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2d live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3d live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4th live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























































NOTE: National Natality Suwey data are from the mail and telephone versions of the mothefs questionnaire,
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Table 8. Comparability of prior fetal deaths as repotied on the birth certificate and the mother’s queationnaire by race of mother 1980
Prior fetal deaths on mother’s questionnaire
Race and prior fetal deaths on birth certificate Total None 1 or more 1 2 3 or more
White
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,347 3,345 1,002 717 189 96
None, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,481 3,205 276 221
Iormore prior fetal deaths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 866 140 726 496
Iprior fetal death . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 646 115 531 487
2prior fetal deaths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153 23 130 8
3ormore prior fetal deaths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67 2 65 1
Black

















None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215 190 25 19




Ipriorfatal daath . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 17 36 31
2ormore miorfetal deaths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 4 20 4
NOTES: Data from Connecticut, Delaware, Louisiana, Minnesota, NO~h Carollna, o~lahoma, Texas, and the Dlstrlct of Columbla are excluded because the mformatlon
is not gathered on the birth certificates in these States.
Nwonal NatalW Survey data are from the mail and telephone vsrslons of the mother’s queat]onnalre.
Table 9. Comparability of outcome of last pregnancy as reported on the birth certificate and the mother’s questionnaire by race of mother and
live birth order: 1980
Outcome on mother’s questionnaire
All No previous
Race, outcome, and live birth order on birth certificate outcomes pregnancy Live birth Miscarriage Stillbitih Abortion
WHITE


















































































No previous pregnancy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lwe birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Live birth order
All outcomes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No previous pregnancy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






19Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Live birth order 2 or more
All outcomes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lwe birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK











No previous pregnancy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Live birth order ‘
All outcomes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~ No previous pregnancy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Live birth order 2 or more
All outcomes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Live birth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .







NOTES: Data from Louisiana and Texas are excluded becauae the Information ia not gathered on the birth certlf[cates m these States.
I National Natditv Suwey data are from the mall and telephone versions of tha mother’s queatlonnaire.
Table 10. Comparability of birth weight as reported on the birth certificate and the hospital questionnaire by race of mother: 1980
Birth weight on hospital questionnaire
5oo- 1,ooo- 1,500- 2,000- 2,500- 3<000- 3,500- 4,000- 4,500
Race and birth weight Less than 999 1,499 1,999 2,499 2,999 3,499 3,999 4.499 grams
on birth certificate Total 500 grams grams grams grams grams grams grams grams grams or more
White
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Less than 500 grams ., . . . . .
500-999 grams . . . . . . . . . . .
1,000–1,499 grams. . . . . . . .
1,500–1 ,999 grams. . . . . . . .
2,000–2,499 grams. . . . . . . .
2,500–2,999 grams. ., . . . . .
3,000–3,499 grams. . . . . . . .
3,500–3,999 grams, . . . . . . .
4,000-4,499 grams. . . . . . . .
4,500 grams or more . . . . . . .
Black
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Less than 500 grams . . . . . , .
500-999 grams . . . . . . . . . . .
1,000–1,499 grams. . . . . . . .
1,500–1,999 grams. . . . . . . .
2,000-2,499 grams. . . . . . . .
2,500–2,999 grams. . . . . . . .
3,000–3,499 grams. . . . . . . .
3,500-3,999 grams. . . . . . . .
4,000–4,499 grams. . . . . . . .







































































Table 11. Comparability of gestation as reported on the birth certificate and the hospital questionnaire, by race of mother and birth weight
1980
Gestation on hospital questionnaire
Less than 20-27 28-31 32–35 36 37–39 40 41-42 43 weeks
Race and gestation on birth certificate Total 20 weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks or more
LESS THAN 2,500 GRAMS1
White
Total, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Less than 20 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20-27 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28-31 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32-35 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36weaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37-39 weeks, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40 weeks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41-42 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43weeks or more. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Black
Total, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Less than 20 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20-27 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28-31 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32-35 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36 weeks, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37-39 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
40 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41-42 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43weeks or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,500 GRAMS OR MOREl
White
Total. , .,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
Lass than 20 weeks.........,,.. . . .
20-27 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28-31 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32-35 waeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36 weeksi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37-39 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40 weeks . .,, . .,, ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41-42 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
43weeke or more. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Black
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lees than 20 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20-27 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28-31 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32-35 weeks ., .,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
36 weeks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37-39 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40 weeks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41-42 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .









































































































































































































































lA~ defined on both the birth certificate and the hospital questmnalre.
NOTE: Oata from Connecticut and New Mexico are excluded because the Information IS not gathered on the birth certificates In these States.
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Table 12. Comparability of 1- and 5-minute Apger scores as reported on tha birth certificate and the hospital queationnaire by race of mothw
1980
Race and Apgar Apgar scora on hospital questionnaire
score on




Total . . . . . . . . . .
o . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 . . . . . . . . .
10: : :, .,,...,.
Black
Total . . . . . . . . . .
o . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 . . .
4 : : : : ::::::...
5 . . . . . . .
6: : : : ::.......
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .




Total . . . . . . . . . .
o
1:::::::::::::
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 . . . . . . . . . ,., .
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 . . . . . . . . . . .
lo: . . . . . . . . . . .
Black
Total . . . . . . . . . .
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
5:::::::::::::
6 . . . . . . . . .
7 : : ; : . . . . . . . . .
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .














































































































































































































































NOTE: For 1 -minute Apgar scores, data from Californm, Delaware, Louisiana, Minnesota, Oklahoma, Texas, and the District of Columbia are excludad because the
Information IS not gathered on the birth certificates in these Statea. For 5-minute Apgar scares, data from these States Plus Connecticut are excludad; however, data
from the Oistnct of Columbia are included.
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Table 13, Comparability of month prenatal care begen as raported on the birth certificate and the mother’s questionnaire by race df mothec
1980
Month care began on mother’s mail questionnaire
Race and month care began fst 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th No
on birth certificate Total month month month month month month month month month care
White



















































7 9 3 48
Ist month. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2d month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3d month, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4th month, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5th month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6th month..,,,.,,.....,..,,,,., ... ,
7th month..,.............,.. . . . . . . .
Eth month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9th month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,.. ,













































Ist month, . .,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2d month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3d month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4th month, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5th month, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6th month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7th month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8th month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9th month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .











19 14 2 2
6 7 9 4
2 4 5 1
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A facsimile of the U.S. Standard Certificate of Live Birth Survey questionnaires used for comparison with the U.S.
(revised 1978) is shown in figure I. Table I shows the States Standard Certificate of Live Birth. The telephone version of
that reported selected items on the birth certificate. the mother’s questionnaire is not shown separately, but the
Table II indicates the effective nonresponse rates for in- items that were asked on this version are indicated with a T.
dividual variables on the birth certificate and on the mother’s The complete hospital questionnaire is not show~ those por-
mail, mother’s telephone, and hospital questionnaires. tions relevant to this study are given.
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3CAL FILE NuM8ER CERTIFICATE OF LIVE BIRTH S,.7. NUMBER
- ‘“
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HOSPITAL NAME ,!( n., t. ,.s,,,.! ,,,, ,,,,,,... n.”!b,r,
IISEX
DATE OF BIRTH <%1. ,>.> > r , HOUR
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5b. 5C.
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COUNTY CITY. TOWN OR LOCATION
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STREET AND NuMBER OF RES!DENCE
: 88 Bb 8, 8d
i MOTHERS MAILING ADDRESS-II mm. u .bot,r enter dlP Code 0.1?
:
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? FATHER-NAME F, ,7s, moo., L*ST AGE ,., ,,”,.














INFORMATION FOR MEDICAL ANO HEALTH USE ONLY
. RACE hk31HER (, g Wh,,. Black, RACE FATHER (e 9. Wh,w, Black, BIRTH WEIGHT THIS 81 RTH-Sm91e. WWO, tr!.let IF NOT SINGLE 81 RTH-Bo,” IS MOTHER MARRIED>
; Am,,,,.” 1.6,,..., , )
Am,n.a. lnd,m, ,,, ) ,,, ,SP”, II> / ,,,,, ,CCOIW. ,h,f6, ,,, ,S...,1,) f$mof> ,.8 “r “.1
+ (,,,.,,, , ,s.?.!/, ,





(Sxc,(, .“1, IWh..! ,Fode c.”wf<fedl
u
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I 11 40. 5.) I (1 4.r 5+1
1
; LIVE BIRTHS OTHER TERMINATIONS
DCATH uNDER (UO not ,nelud. tha’ Chidl (SDO”l.”..”S .“.$ Induced)
z ::: ‘LAROF
18 19
‘i’ p:::;::; ~ 17a Now Itvmq i llb Nowd; 17d :.:;: 20 i 17e .A&20 DATE LAST NORMAL MENSES
MONTH OF pREGNANCV PRE PRENATAL VISITS Total number APGAF4 SCORE
: ,,,,,,,,,,, ,., ,,,, I I
BEGAN ,.tfo”th D., Year, NATAL CARE BEG4N Fret. (1( none .0 ‘t-t.) 1 mm I 5 m,.
1 .hl,,l
,mo”d, ,!. ,S,w! l”)
Numb,r_
20 21, 21b 22a 22b1N.mbw_ N.mb.r _ ; N..ber_
z
. I
COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCV ,D.,.db. ‘,, .,,,. ..”. ,
: MULT!QLE ~lflyns
L.,., ST.,. F al. Nom ❑ !NOOe❑ None ❑ / . ..8 ❑ ,,
; NU~UW, Io, “w-I! ------—’-----—- --- ——--’— ——----
DATE 06 LAST LIVE 8,.,” DATE 0s LAS, OTHf. TERMIN CONCURRENT ILLNESSES OR CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE PREGNANCY <D.scr$b. m .rtte “o”. )
‘i ,,,,,.,, , ,.,, AI ION ,,,,..,,.,,, ,..4 .?, ,8.!.,










Figure 1. U.S. Standard Certificate of Live Birth
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Table 1. Areaa reporting educational attainment of parents, dates of last live birth and fetal death, data last normal menstrual pariod began,
other terminations before and after 20 weeks of gestation, marital status of mother, and 1- and 5-minuta Apgar scores: Each State, 1980
Date last Other
Dates of normal terminations
Educational last live menstrual before and after Marital l-minuta 5-minute
attainment birth and period 20 weeks
Area
status Apgar Apgar
of parents fetal death began of gestation of mother score score
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,, .,,,,.,,
Alaska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arkansan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,., ,. .,,,
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Delaware. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
District of Columbia,...,,,,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,, ...,
Hawaii. ..,...,,,,.,,,.,,,..,,., . . . . . . . . .
Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,, ,. .,,.
lllinois . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .,, ,, .,,,,
Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,, ,, ..,,,.
Iowa .,, . .,, . ., .,, . .,, .,,,,..,. . . . . . . . . .
Kansas .,,,..,,,,.,,,..,,.,., ,, .,..,,,..
Kentucky ..,.......,,..,,....,., . . . . . . . . .
Louisiana, ...,,,,,..,,,.,,,,. . . . . . . . . . . .
Maine, . .,, . .,, ., . .,, ,. .,,,... . . . . . . . . . .
Maryland. .,, . .,, ,, . .,, . .,, ,. .,... ,, ..,,,
Massachuaetta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Minnesota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Missouri ., .,, , ., .,, , . .,, ,, ...,. ,,, ,. .,.,
Montana, .,,,.,.,,,.,,,,.,.,,,, ,,, .,.,,.
Nebraska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nevada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Naw Hampshire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Jersey. ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Mexico..........,,,,..,,. . . . . . . . . . .
Naw York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Carolina.......,.....,,. . . . . . . . . . . .
North Dakota, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oklahoma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pennsylvania, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rhode island ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South Carolina, , . .,, , .,, ,,, . . . . ,,, ,,, ,,. .
South Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tennessee, ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vermont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Virginia . . . . . . . . . !. .,.,,.. ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Washington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wast Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wisconsin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































Table Il. Effective nonresponse rates for individual variables by
race: Nationel Natality Suway, 1980
Source of
Variable data 1 White Black
Age of mother . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Age of father . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Education ofmotha# . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Education of fathe# . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Live birth order . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fetal lossz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Outcome of last pregnancy . . . . . . . . . .
Prenatal care. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Birth weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gestation., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Apgar score:
1 minutez , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 minutez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lM = mothws mail questionnaire; T= mother”s telephone questionnaire;
H = hospital questionnaire.
ZThe denominators of these ratas exclude the number Of cases in those States
thst did ncd collect this Information on the birth certificate. See detailed tables
for specific Ststes.
NOTES: Tha effective nonresponse rates are based on the total number of
potent!al reapondants. From the mothefs questionnaire there was a potential
of 6,612 whne and 656 black respondents. From the hospital questionnaire
there was a potential of 7,509 white and 1,641 black respondenta. The rate IS
defined as the number of Item nonrespondents plus survey nonrespondents per


























PHS.T4S9+ (4/801 OMB Clearance No 6S.S 7S027
r 1
NOTE: A T in the left margin indicates that the question was included
on the mother’s telephone questionnaire.
L -1
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
OFFICE OF HEALTH RESEARCH, STATISTICS, ANO TECHNOLOGY
NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH STATISTICS
HYATKVILLE,M ARYLANO 20782
SUHVkY
PART 1: MEDICAL CARE DURING THE 12 MONTHS BEFORE DELlVERY
la. Didyoumake anyvk.itsto adoctorornurse forprenatal
T
care (concerning your pregnancy) before your 1980
delivery?
211 ❑ Yes— 1,,8,,9’,,,, ,,,,.,, //7
2 ❑ No— 1,,) ,’S,,,,, ,,,, C,,I
b. How many visits for prenatal care did you make during
each of the specified months of your pregnancy? If no
visits were made during a particular month, enter a zero,
(l’1l.’,t.$l. l’.vll!i111:l: 4.51jkY’l )“01 ( It)
—.— .isitsdur, ng 1st month
,,27 .?,
—— wstts dur,.g 2nd month
Ct ?31>
_— - vislts d.rmg 3rd month
,!>b~,
—— v,sttsdur, ng 4th month
., 2s>.




.,s,1s d.nng 7th month
,. . ,,
— vtmtsdur,ng 8th month
,,,. ,7
—.— .,s,1s dur,ng 9th month and thereafter {prenatal only]
, w m
2a. Gdyourdoctor suggest thatyou limit yourtotal weight
T$? in during your recent pregnancy?
.!! n Ye, — (M, ,’. ,,/,, .,,4?,,:/!
J ❑ N.— 1, ! ,’,,,,,,.,,,,,, {
b. What limit in total weight gain did thf. doctor suggest?
T __ —__ lb gatn
<!- ,, ,,














lake a vttamm rmneral
s.pplemenl? t h,, / u
1$, rl,l- cl,, ❑
restr,ct your cake
,ntake~ ,, /,, , .W 1.,,,
,,, ,__ –_> ,, , ❑
mstrt. t your se[t mtake~
,, /,,,1 ,~ /,, ,, ,,,,/, ,— , , •1
use d,ur.?ocs Ifiutd or
water II,IISI m help elvn.
,.aw water? ft ,,, , J ~














1’[1.4.$[ 1)() \OI Iih’111 l\ 1111s IA’ I 1 I[)A’ 0171(1 1.$! oil ) M-es
I 1 I
Figure 11, Mother’s mail questionnaire, 1980 National Natality Survey
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4. How many weeka pregnant were you when you first
~ found out that you were definitely pregnant?
—. weeks
cc4748
5. Did you smoke cigarettes at all during the 12 months
T before your 1980 delivefy?
49! ❑ yes —(,,8 ,,2 ,,,,<W,M, 6.
2DN0 —(,!, ,,> q,,,.,,, <,,, x“
6a. On thaavarage, how many cigaretteadid you smoke PER
DAY before you found out that you were pregnant?
average number of cigarettes per day
cc 5051
b. What one brand of cigaretiesdid you smoke most often?
c. Cigarette type most often smoked? (Ched ~ hex)
55! ❑ Filter Tip or 2 ❑ Non. f,lter
d. Pack type most often smoked? (Chwh z ho!)
5G I ❑ Hard Pack or 2 ❑ Soft Pack
e. Tobacco type most often smoked? (Clm h + hor)
51 I ❑ Menthol or 2 ❑ Regular
f. CigaretSe size most often smoked? (C)m h ZP ho.v)
m I H Rewlar length or z ❑ Kmg Size
3 ❑ 100 or t20 ;Ilirneters
7a. On the average, howmanycigarettes did you smoke PER
T DAY after you f ound out that you were pregnant? ( 14’rffe
m a :eZf you Al not wnohe an v, and go !0 qmwmn 8u. )
average number of cigarenes per day
cc5960




c. Cigarette type most often smoked? (C}lC,Ch ~e hex)
MI ❑ Filt.r tip or 2 ❑ No” filter
d. Pack type most often smoked? (Chech -t’ hot)
65 I ❑ Hard Pack or 2 ❑ Soft Pack
e. Tobscco type most often smoked? (Chd =F hex)
661 ❑ Menthol or 2 ❑ Regular
f. Cigerette size most often smoked? (C}m h ~e hex)
671 Q Regular length or 2 ❑ Kmg Size
or
3 ❑ 100 or 120 rnillimetws
8a. Did you drink any alcoholic beverages (beer, wine or
~ liquor) during the 12 months before your 1980 delivety?
6B I ❑ yes & 1,,>,,, ,,,,<,,,,2,, ,Yh
2DN0 — (,, >,,s q,,l’,l,, m v
8b. How often did you usually drink alcoholic beverages; that
i=e~ne, and/or liquor? (Che< h one ho.r for before and
OIIC hox /or during pre,qnam t ) Choose the answer that
comes closest.
(Chw k one hox
T
and (ChPc h one ho v
thr\ c[)~nm) !h!.\ co~mn)
BEFORE PREGNANCY DURING PREGNANCY
697001 ❑ Everyday 7, 7201
0, ❑ Nearly evewd.y 02 B
03 ❑ 3.ar4days a week ’03 ❑
cd ❑ 1or2daysaweek .0
05 ❑ 30r4 d.sysa month m ❑
.6 ❑ Abo.tonce amonth 06 •1
07 ❑ !-essthan oncearm.th 07 ❑
08 ❑ D,dmJdri”katdl 0, ❑
c. On the day or days that you drank, how much did you
drink on the average per day? (Check one hm Ior helorts and
one ho.r {or during pregnam) ) Choose the answer that
comes closest.
(Check ~thor and (Chetk <~ho.v
fhi! I Amn) /h/\ <olutnn)
8EFORE PREGNANCY DURING PREGNANCY
7374.2 ❑ 12 w more dmk. 757601




CM❑ 5 drinks .0
05 ❑ 4drinks 05 •1
06 ❑ 3dri.ks 06 •1
07 ❑ 2drinks 07 ❑
08 ❑ 1 drink mu
., ❑ Le.sthan.ne drink .0
IOU OidnaJdrmk atall 10 ❑
d. On atypical day that you drank, what kind[s)of alcoholic




9. During most of your recent pregnancy, how many cups
of coffee or tea with caffeine did you drink per day?
(F’h,uw, qiw lour/w~/i-
Number of cups per day’ d
CC1OI 102 coffee andlor tea
10. During most of your recent pregnancy, how manY
aspirin tablets did you take per month? (Include anr
producl$ conrainitg mpirin. e.g.. pomlem, gums. .A:er
!ahkw ew.)
Nwnber of tablet. per month
CC103105
Ila. During the first three months afferyour recent dehv-
cry, did you make any visits to a doctor, clinic, or
hospital for postpartum care (concerning this delivary)?
1061 ❑ YES —(,(, ,(3qw’,,,r9” I/h
ZUNO —(,(, ,,7 q,,,w!(m /.’”




Figure Il. Mother’s mail questionnaire, 19f3fJNational NataliW Su~eY—cOn.
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12a. Which one of the following was the @t birth control
method you used following your 1980 delivery? (Check





II uI ❑ Sterilizaaon of mother
,12, ❑ St.rifizatm. of father
113I ❑ Condom
:1, I ❑ Foam
115I ❑ Other M.thod
1161 ❑ No ~ (,,, ),3qwv(tm /,1.
Where did you receive this birth control method? If a
doctor prescribed a method, check the box indicating
where the doctor t4as located. ((k h uw nrdr.)—
117 I ❑ Hospital. at time of d.llvaw [before dischargs)
1181 ❑ Hospital, after time af delivery (after discharge)
,13 I a Physici.n% office
120I D Family pla””ing clinic
121! ❑ Drugstore, no pr.scripao. needed
122I ❑ Other Place ,S,><<,/,, 2
Que,!thuI.s 13 and 14 r+r to live hwh,v otdr. I[ww /9$() dcdrtw Mu.!
a stillhirih, Ide4w w on (u qutwion 1.$.
13a. When your baby was first born, did You bresst or bottle
~ (formula) faed? (Chwh z hu t’ WIII’.)
m I D Sre.st fad only
2 a Bottle fed only
3 ❑ Both breast and bottle fed
4 ❑ Othar(S,ml\) s
b. Which of the following statements influenced your
decision to breast feed or bottle feed your baby? (( )u,, h
@J II1OI Klpply.)
~?d! ❑ Bnef.r for baby’s health
125! ❑ More convenient
1281 ❑ 1.s. i?tmfnr.nce with daily activities
1271 ❑ Feel closer to baby
128I ❑ This is the tams as I did with my previous ch,ld
129I Q Encouragement from my doctor or other med,cal s.urcs
1301 ❑ ~n.ouragnment from my family or frmnds
$311 ❑ To help qfai” my figure
1321 ❑ It cost%10ss
133I ❑ MY baby would not breast feed
134I ❑ Othar (\/ml,) z
c. (11.I’ou did NOThrw{ lid, ,W 10 qum!um 14.) How old was
T







77 ❑ St,ll b:dr,st tmdlng
14. Thinking back, just before you became pregnant with—— —
your new beby~d~want to become pregnant at
that time? [chtwk EP box ott/r. I
146I ❑ :i:enled thii pregnancy at an earlier time, a. well a%at that—.——
2 ❑ I wanted to become pregnant at that time,
3 ❑ I did not want to become prng”am a: th@ time, but I
wanted another child sometime in the future,—. ——
4 ❑ I did not want to become pr.~nma at that tire.. or at any
time in the future.
15. Do you expect to have more childran? (Check me IIux
ofrt~.)
—
,.7, ❑ Definitely ,.s
2 ❑ Probably yes
3 ❑ Probably no
4 •l Oafinitely.0 }—
(,,, {r, qurtmm /7
16. How many more ohildren do you think you will have?
(Pleaw ,qt!re I our hw estumue.)
“umber
CC148
17. What ia your birth date?
T —— .— ———
month day year
CC149150 ,51 152 !53 154
18. What is your height?
T —— feet_ inches
cc 155 CC156157




b. What was your weight just before you delivared?——
Ibs
CC!51 163
20. What is the father’a birth date?——
—. —— ——
month day year
CC 164165 ,66 ,67 ,68 169
21. What is the father’s height7——
feet _ inches
cc 170 CC171172




PART Ill. MARITAL AND PREGNANCY
HISTORY
We are interested in the outcomes of ALL the pregnancies thnt you
have ever had. whether you were single, mnrried, divorced, sepnr.
ated, or widowed. Please include the 1980 delivery listed on the front
of the questionnaire.
IF ANY OF YOUR PREGNANCIES RESULTED IN ML LTl-
PLE BELIVERIES, COUNT EACH INFANT SEPARATELY.
Example: A pregnancy of twins born alive would count as two live
births.
23a. Howmany live births have youhad~(Count ~dr/iverim
[>f’lit,? bor}?inlanf,r, el,enif [h<, ir!rot?r died,vht>rflr afierhirt}t.)
fiVObirths
CC176177
b. How many stillbirths have you had? (Counfutt! iff@ft




c. Howmany miscarriages haveyou hed7(CounlanyJefus









Figure Il. Mother’s mail questionnaire, 1980 National Natality Survey-Con.
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24. PI. EASE FILL IN ONE BOX FOR EACH PREGNANC YOl ’TCOhtE. FOR L’SAMPI.E. TU”INS U’OI’I. DCOl ’zV7AS
TWO PREGNANCY OUTCOMES IF YO(I HA VEHAD h{ORi? THAN8 PREGNA.VCY’ OUTCOMES. PI. EASE I.IST












SEX of (Mild Other Information
T





I.I ! ❑ Sttll Ih.mg m h.us.hold
I ❑ Stall hving, but not m household
I ❑ Now dead — (W c </#tt#881,1,‘8[18)






~ ,85186 187188 189190
M. Day Year
,, ,.. !“. ,., ,.6 ,9., ,9,
2.6 ! ❑ Male
? ❑ Female
m> I ❑ Stall b.ing m h..s.hold
> ❑ Stall Iivmg. but not in household
3 ❑ Now dead + Wltt tl,m #t/ <L‘tlh)








CC2C0201 202203 2W 20s
Mo Oay Yew
,, 208, !)0 ,10?1! ?12?lJ




m ! ❑ Male
2 ❑ Female
???r ❑ St,ll h.ing m household
2 ❑ Still Iiwng. but “ot in household







, ( ,2, 224 22. ,26 2???>8
?.I? ! ❑ Still I,wng ,. household
) ~ S1!11I,ving. but “o! m housellotd
‘! ❑ Now dead -,,,,,,/,,,, r, J,rtdI,
















m, I ❑ Still living m household
? ❑ Stall h.mg. but not m household
T ❑ Now dead +,,ss, ,/(,,< ,,/ ,/(<,,,,,














261I ❑ Still Iiv,ng m household
? g Still Iivmg. but not i. h..whold
J ❑ Nowdead — (c, t . </,,!’ t4 ‘/<,’1!1,,











.. ’!,. ,03 $1!!, ., ,.. ,






?8/, ❑ Still hvmg m h..sahold
? ❑ Still 11.8.9. but “ot m ho.sehdd






.C 2,, ,,’, ?71 2?8 ?:9?eib
Mo Oay ‘ear
CC?83?84 28528, ?7 >“.
—..—
m ! ❑ Male
? ❑ Female
m? t ❑ St,ll hvmg m household
: ❑ Stall hving. but not m ho.seh.l
, ❑ No. dead — ,.,,,. ,/,,,, / / ,, ,4,/,,








M. - Da” Year
c< 190 ?91 ?92 xl ?94 )95
Mo Day bar
C1298199 3M 30, 313’93
tllcs4
Figure Il. Mother’s mail queationneira, 1980 Nationai Nat=JiW su~W-cOn.
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3 ~ Three tirnesorrnore
4 ❑ Nev.r married — (2,, 10“U,wmt,27.
26. Please indicate for eac~ marriage the information
T requested. (If marrid more !han Iwo mm’s plea.w cmmnue
tm a $eparale .shw o[paper. )
a. First marraige
(1) Date marriage began: —. .—
month year
CC485486 487488
[2] Current status (ChM :g& ho Y 01111)




(3) Date widowed, divorced, or saparated:
—— ———
month year
cc 4W 491 492493
b. Second marriage
(1) Date marriaga began: _ — ——
month year
cc ‘w, ,95 496497
(2) Current status (Check <X ho, [ml))




(3) Date widowed, divorced, or separated:
month year
cc 499 Ku 501 S02
PART IV. EDUCATION AND OCCUPATION
——.
27a. What is the highest grade of regular school (eIamen-
T tary school, high school, two or four yaar collage, or
university) YOU completed? ([h, mII JutId, lwwms IV
trud(, s<I14JoI<or un r wher vw whzc,tl rrwzmc IWI r. I Circle
the number of the highest grade completed.
None Elsmentarq or Secondary School
o 1234567 a9101112
, c 539540
Univer5itv or Colleqe Graduate School
13 14 15 16 17 la+
b. Doyouhave anyvocational ortrade school training?
5411 ❑ yeS
ZDNO
c. We,e you enrolled in school at anytime during your
T
1980 pragnancy?
54: ! •1 Yes. full t!me
? ❑ Yes part time
3DN0
28a. What isthehighast grade ofregular achool[elemen-
T tary school, high school, twoorfour year collega, or
university) THE FATHER completed? ffk I mII Imhdc
/uw/lr$\ <It lrwh, $,IuI(A mu),, ,,IIIW <I,t.<rtill:t.tl lrut?l!tl,y
lwrr,) Circle the number of the highest grada com-—
I@?!!.
None Elementary o, Secondary School
T =3-4567 S9101112
rc ;4, s,,
Umversity or COllsge Graduate School
13 14 la 16 17 18+
0, w ❑ Do”Yk”ow




c. Waa ha enrolled in school at any time during your
r 1980 pregnancY7
5461 n Yes. f.lltinm
2 ❑ Yes.parttime
,UNO
.9. Did YOU work at any tima during the 12 months
bafora your 1980 delivery?
547 i ❑ Yes * r,,, 1<,I/Urwwl .?/
2U No p (it, {’0 que$ll”n 311





5481 il Yes _ 6,8 m qwwt,n 3/










YOUR OCCUPATION: Pleaw dew ribe cleorlv wur ~
job O<IIIWI or huwnm \ during rhr l.? mrm(h~ Wore your
/980 Jehrerr II mu dtln ‘I Mc,rh durm~ :Iw IZ mwr[hv hefvrr
Mwr 1. Jr~ir!hc [hi, /,,h I MI hdd Ior tht IWI.LW perd or
mm, hdor:s 117t. /9870 t{dlnw. 1/ Lon hud more than CtrieY7h.
A< riht~ Ilw one a! II Im h IWI n ,,rhed {he mm: hour%
For whom did you work? (11 I tw were m UCIIW duI r m the
,.!rmrd FI w’ e,, VW( I/I Ihe hrum h,)
——. .— - ———
Name of company, b.sines:cy,:anization or other emplover
What kind of business or indust~ was this? Describa
business activity at location where employed. (For
(, uImIJle. iwmmhi,qh Mh, I(J. nwnl u tpwmd cl. Jrpurmwl
wor,,, Ju[ri larm, rcwm h. uult, m wmhl], hft$puul, red
es{u{<,, ,,/< i
TYP:CO;;;:,SIIV
Is this business mainly manufacturing, wholasa[e
trade, retail trada, or other? (( ‘he,,.L ~ ht, r (mh.)
553 v ❑ Manufacturing
2 ❑ Wholesale trade
3 ❑ Retail trade
4 ❑ O&v [Aqri..lt.rrd. .x”str..tion. s.rw.e, government.
What kind of work were you doing? (For t-tumplr. rid
1.,1(IIL,u.w)l. m$lru( l,w. i lLXTlumwm. 6,1<)
occupation
w !,54 356
What were your most important activities or duties7
(fiv rl umplu. d! II, IUILA.[w< h math. wweral dlic e n d..
PIUI vmur m humt, LV1)
duties
Which one of the Iistad categories best describes your
type Of_&iiiployment? I [ hi,, L 1,w h(-nh )
557 I n Employee of prwate C.mp;y,b.smess, or mdtwd.al. for
wages. salary or commtsstom
2 ❑ Federal government employee
3 ❑ State government employee
a ❑ Local government employee [city, co””fy, et. )
5 ❑ S.lfemployed in OW” business. pmfessm”al p,acoce or
farm - not incorporated
6 ❑ Se! f.employed m own b“s,”ess. prof.saonal practice or
farm – t“corporated
I ❑ Work,ng wnho.t pay ,. farmly business or farm
5 M-CS
Figure 11. Mother’e mail questionnaire, 1980 National Natality Survey-Con.
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g. What were tha dates of employment for this job? (/f
T
rou worked at the same job before and after your delivery.
please enter [he date \,ou stopped nod, before vw Eave
birth.)
——— —t o
month year ;Oni 7.,7
CC668559 560561 Cr 562563 564565
h. What was the number of houre you usually worked per
T
week et this job?
hours per week
CC566567




j. At whet time of dey did you usually begin and end
work? (Crrcle A. hf., P,hf.. nom or nmfni,qh[ nex[ 10 w h
lime.)
A.M. Noon A.M. Noon
P.M. Midnight to ,_ P M. kfndnight
bogln cc m end cc579
cc 570373 cc 573 57s
k. In your job, did you work with or have exposure to
rediation — radioactive isotopes or elements (Exam-
ples: frtwowave, wow, /hrumwOpn equqnmvu, law,)?
5ni3I D Yes (Sp,., ,/, ) 2
3DN0
4 ❑ Not sure
32a, During the 12 months preceding your delivery, were
you exposed to chemicals used to kill insects, rodents,
weeds, or fungi?
6811 ❑ Yes (s,!,,(I(, J 2 + 6<, I,, q,,,w,<m Uh
3DN0 + (,,s ,,) ,,,,< .,,,<,,, l;
4 ❑ Not sum — <,,, ,,, ~,,,,,,,,,, .,j
b. (If w+) Where did this exposure occur? (Chw h ~1 tho(
applv.)
582 I ❑ At home
583 t ❑ In the area where I lived
584 I ❑ At myjob





THE FATHER’S OCCUPATION: P/mIw dm(rdw t/?ar/1
~a-,b crcfrwryor bu,inmj dur,n~ rho 12nmmhv
Iw:kw ,wur 1980 ddwr~. II ht. had more. than one job.
de.wrdw the one of whwh h~ I,(Irked rht. nn,w hours II h~
did tmt work Arrnrg rhe wrr hefww rcmr ddnwr. ,qwe
nr[imurrmn,f<vlm lostjoh or hu\irw,,,prior 10 IhcrI.An\Nw
a.!manr par!.!a,~wu mm II he new ivvrhed, Lha h box IZ
and so m Qum!icnr34. 6151
For whom did THE FATHER work? (II he ~va$on a<IIIL.
dwr In rhe ,4rn1ed Fon W, qw[ Ifr 117Phram h.)
Nc.me of cornpsny. businsss,c~~nizidion or c.thsr smployer
What kind of business or industry was this? Describe
business activity at location where employed. (For
e wrmple, pnior-htgh .whool. wad wprrmork r!, Jtywimar:
store. dovs farm, w.wm h, m,(,) “$wnthll, hmp(ul, red
Wale, PI(.)
TYP:co:,y$ftrY
c. Is this business mainly manufacturing, wholesale
trade, retail trade, or other? (Chn k <meh,, I [ml) )—
620I ❑ Mmwfacwr,ng
2 ❑ Wholesale trade
3 ❑ Retml trade
* ❑ O#r IAwmult.ral. .omtwctmm servo... gcwemment.
d. What kind of worfr was the father doing? (For example,
T
wle.tmon. mslructur, surgeon. jiremon. muslckmr,etc.)
occupation
CCS21 623
e. Whet were his most important activities or duties?
(Flu e.wmple, selbng cars, [earhmg math, performmg opera-
IIon.s,fighlmg fires, plmvrg pwro m a restaurcwr(, erc.)
dut,es
f. Which one of the listed categories best describes hls
type of employment? (Check ~e box only.)
8241 ❑ Employee of private company, busine~, or indit,id.al. for
wages, salaw or c.xnmismms
2 ❑ Federal govemmem employee
3 ❑ State government employee
. ❑ Local government employee (city. co.”ty, MC,)
5 ❑ Sslf.srnployed i“ own business, pr.afessicmnl practim or
farm — not incorpomted
6 ❑ Self. employed m own businsss, professional pracilce or
farm – incorporated
7 ❑ Working w)thout pay in family business or farm
g. What were the dates of employment for this job?
T to ____
mOnii- year month year
CC625626 62? s28 CC829630 631632
h. What was the number of hours he usually worked per
T week at this job?
hours per week
CC613634





j. At what time of day did he usually begin and end
work? (CIrulr 4 ,Jf.. P ,M.,noun or midnigh[ new to each
[11?1[,)
A,M Noon A.M. Noon
P,M Midmght m _ P.M. Midnight
begin cc WI end cc we
cc 6376’30 cc WI Ed5
k. In the father’s job, did he work with or have exposure
to radiation — radioactive isotopes or elements (.%mn-
p!e> ml’ rw, mv. t=nn ~,/hIorow LIPI’t’qulpnrenr. hzwr.s)?
6471 ❑ Y..,,,!,<,,,, ,
3DN0
4 ❑ Not sure
34a.
b.
During the 12 months preceding your delivery, was
the father exposed to chemicals used to kill insects,
rodents, weeds, or fungi?
.481 •1 Ye, t\,8<t(T, > + Go m qurw?on 34b
ONO _ Go {o quwron 35
4 ❑ Not s.re ~ G(I (u qurwun 35
(// LPI) Where did this exposure occur? (Chet h g {hat
upph )
. . . I ❑ At home
,.., 0 1. the area where h. Iwed
. . . . ❑ At h!sjob
.5,, ❑ Other ~>,,,,, t 2
6 M-CS
.







Zke following questions refer MI .wur annual income, the
fmhprk income, and :he mfal,fami(v income from all house-
holdmemhers during lhe 12 months before .rour 1980 deliv-
ery. Include all income from wages, solarisv, investments,
properly. .Iocial security. welfare, unemployment comw.~a-
tion, etc. if [he e.rwct anmun[ IS ntx know-n, PLEASE
CHECK YOUR BEST ESTIMATE.
What waa ~ annual income before taxea from all
sources during the 12 months before your 1980 deliv-
ery. (Check the box that gives the best es!imote.)
66366401 ❑ $0:0$2,999
m ❑ *3.000 KI*S,999
03 ❑ $6,000 t068.999
M ❑ $9#ooot0sll ,999
05 ❑ $12#ooot0 $14,999
M ❑ *15,000 to $17,999
07 ❑ $18.00+3 to $20.999
m ❑ $21,000 to $23,999
m ❑ $24,000 to $26,999
!00 $27,000 to$29,999
t, •l $30,000 or mom
What was the father’s annual incoma (before tsxes)
during the 12 months bafore your 1980 delivety.
(Check the box /ha/ gives rhe best estimate,)
65S656010 $0t0$2.999
02 ❑ s3,000to$s,999
m ❑ $6,000 to $8,999
M ❑ $9.000 to$ll ,999
w ❑ $12,000 to$14.999
06 ❑ $15.000 tO $17,999
07 ❑ $lE,OOOtO $20.999




What waa the total annusl fsmilv income before tsxes
of all the household members (includa relatives only)
you lived with during the 12 months before your 1980
delivary? Include your own income as wall. The
household is tha one you lived in for most of tha 12
months before your delivery. (Check fheboxthafgiws
the best estimate.)
867,05S01 ❑ $Oto$2,999
@ ❑ $3,000 t0$6#999
03 ❑ $6,000 t0*e,999
w ❑ se,oooto*ll.999
w •l *12,000 t0*14,e99
Cs •1 $16,000 tO *17,999
07 ❑ $18,000 to$20,999
m ❑ $21,000 tO :23,999




35d, What were the sources of the totsl family income
during the 12 months before your de~waw? (Checkal
that app!v.)
6591 ❑ Wapac.ru[aty
em! ❑ W. ff.r.. .idtofamitiis with depndentchildmn
6611 ❑ Food.ramps
662% ❑ Other wntfamlold agaassisu.ce, aidtothabtind orthe
totally diasblsd or othsr gawml ●ssistancal
663I •l !30ciaIsccuriry 0rrstiremsnt
6641 El Utmmploymsntorworkmen’. compsnmtion
6651 ❑ Gowrn~nt emplompntio”s orprimtapndons
6661 ❑ Natincome from ownnon-farm busin.WwOf.ssion.l
practice or pmtnership
6671 ❑ Faeormxmnimio”
868I ❑ Nst income from. f.rm
6691 ❑ Vetman,*paymOnts
6701 ❑ ~tid.nds, int.mti, prow~rentil
6711 ❑ Afimony o,ctild-suppofi from .bmnt fathwfm. nyof
your children
6721 ❑ A“yoth8r sourcss of income
36. which o~ofthese groups ~describes your racitrl
T
background? (Check We box on(v.)
67310 American lnti.nor Alask. ”Natiw




37a. Which Ofthasa groups best describes your national







6831 ❑ Engfish, Scot, Welsh
6811 ❑ P..rto Rica”
6821 ❑ Cuba”
683* ❑ Mexicano, Chicano, Mexican Anwrka”
6eAI ❑ Othsr Spc”ish (Sp.in/Hispano/Othe, Lmi”Arnmican)
6s51 ❑ African, Slsck, Negro
686I ❑ Arnmican Indian or Alwk.” N.tivs
6871 ❑ Asian or Pacficlslatier. such csCMnoM, Japmw.
Km..., Filipino, or .s.mo.”
6@s1 ❑ Othar(Sp-<tfv) 2
b. Which onaoftha above groups doyou identify with
the mo=
(Specify group ”.me] 7
CC68963’2
M-CS
Figure Il. Mother’s mail questionnaire, 1980 National Natality Survey-Con.
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38. Which one of these groups b~ describas the father’s
T racial b=kground? (Check ~e bo.r onlv.)




5❑ Other (S,,,<d, ) 6
39a, Which of these groups best describes the father’s







6s9I ❑ English, Scot, Welsh
7m I ❑ Puerto Ricsn
7., ! ❑ Cuban
7021 ❑ Mexicarm. Chicano. Mexican America”
1031 ❑ Other Spsnish (Spsin/Hispano/Other htln American)
704I ❑ Atncan. Black, Negro
7M ! ❑ American India” or Alaskan N.tive
7C41 ❑ Asian or Pacific Islander. such as Ch,nese, Jr,pe,”ese,
Korea”. Filipino, or Samoa”
7011 ❑ Other (S/x,,,,) 2 _







During theyearpracading your 1980 delivery, did you
receive eny of the listed examinations or treatments?
(Check g that apph’.)
7!0 t ❑ Thyroid tests, aca”.. uptakes (nuclear rned,cine)
71t I •l SOnOgram. WXnnmg (pictwe of the baby before it was
born)
112I ❑ lJltra*o””d [fistenod to the baby.s heart before it was
born)
~asI ❑ X-raystincludeallx-ra,s- bend.chest,de”tal,abdome”.
.1..1
1141 D Deep hem. diathermy, microwave. a“d shorrwave or
radio-frequency lmclude treatment for low back p.m.
sches, etc )
7151 ❑ NO EXAMINATIONS OR TREATMENTS LISTED
ASOVE
For EACH examination or treatment checked, please
list the names and addresses of the providers of these
sarvices. If your last name at time of visit was different
from that on page one of this questionnaire, please
indicats what your name was at that time. (Con! !nut’ w






C* stmte zip C*




City state zip cods
——..—
Last name at tme of visn
41a.
b.
Is the name and address printad on the label of this
questionnaire correct?
7’61 ❑ ye. — G<,,<>Iru,,,,<m 4:
20N0




City Srate zip Code
42. May we please have a phone number whera wa can
reach you if we need to clarify some of these questions
with you? We will discuss these questions only with
you. Please indicate if you prefer that we telephone
you during certain hours.
Area Code Phone Number
Hours
PLEASE READ AND SIGN THE
CONSENT STATEMENT
8ELOW.
PHS.T4S94 (4/801 CONSENT STATEMENT
oMS Clearmcs No. sS.S-7S027
T I have voluntarily participated in this national health survey and hereby give my
consent for the National Center for Health Statistics to obtain supplemental medical
information from health records maintained on me by medical sources. I understand
that the National Center for Health Statistics will use this information only for
statistical purposes in health research, and no information which identifies either ma
or the medical source will ever be raleased or published.
(Today’s Date) (Your S,gnature)
CC7)7 727 cc 723
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION
8
Figure II. Mother’s mail questionnaire, 1980 National Natality Survey-Con.
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PART Ill. LIVEBORN AND STILLBORN INFANTS
19a, Please estimate the gestational age of the Iiveborn or
stillborn infant
weeksor 88 ❑ Not known
c, .4644.,
II ..\,)/ .(,,, >i, n””tl,, \ ,, ,1,,.(k’ql. ~,, l,, q,,w,,,,, 2(1
b. Was this estimate based on date of last menstrual
period or examination of the infant?
466 t ❑ Lastmenstrualpermd
2 ❑ Examination
21. Please indicate delivary room weight for Iiveborn and
stillborn infants,
— _ Ibs.—— ounces
CC 469470 471 473
.x ..—_.._ —___ grams
cc 469473
PART IV. LIVEBORN INFANTS
. . . .... . ..––A, .m --- –––.–L––—,—...-.
~ua.
b.
Figure II 1. Hospital questionnaire, 1980 National Natality Survey (abbreviated)
wnaI was me Mt-uA4n score a~ one mmuIor
me minute
cc 547548
88 ❑ Not d~!e
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Vital and Health Statistics
series descriptions
Progr,~ms and Collection Procedures–Reports describing
lk’ tl,’nw~l Programs of the Natmnal Center for Health
S[,ltl~t]c> ,Ind its offices and divisions and the data col-
l, Lctlcrn methods used. They also !nclude deflnltlons and
oth(,t mmer]~l necessary for understanding the data.
Dolt,! Evaluation and Methods Research–Studies of new
,.t,itl~tlcal methodology tncludlng experimental tests of
II(W survt~y methods, studies of vital stat! stlcs collection
Im!,thuds, nk~w analytical techniques, objective evaluations
c,f lr,ll.{blllty of collected data, and contr[butlons to
.,t,ttlkt[c,~l theory, Studies also tnclude comparison of
U.S, lmvthadolc!gy with those of other countries.
Arralyttcal and Epidemiological Studies–Reports pre.
,,i,ntlno analytical or Interpretive studtes based on vital
.Ill!.f I-l!,.lltll Statlstlcs, carrying the analysls further than
thl~ 1~..pmitory types of reports In the other series
Documents and Committee Reports–Final reports of
M,IIOI commit teas concerned with vital and health std.
tiitlc> ,.[nd documents such as recommended model vital
[,tl{,itr,~tlun I,RWSdncf revised birth and death certificates,
Comparative 1nternational VitaI and Health Statistics
Reports–,4nalytlcal and descrlptwe reports compartng
U S wt.11 ,lnd ht’dlth statistics with those of other countries.
D.tta From the National Health Interview Survey –Statm-
tim un IIlnms, accdental lnJurles, dlsablllty, use of hos-
Illt, (l, m~dlcal, dental, and other services, and other
hi:.{ltll-tr[~l~t~d topics, all based on data collected In the
r!untlnulng national household ]ntervtew survey.
D.ltd From the National Health Examination Survey and
the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey–
D,lt,l flom direct ekamlnatlon, test]ng,andmeasurement
ml !I.itlcrndlsamples of the cwlllan nonlnst ltutlonallzed
I1oI.IulmIon provide the basts for (1) estimates of the
lliI,Lll~Idl)~ dL,flllWf prevalence of speclflc diseases In the
(_lllltl,L~ States and the dlstrlbutlons of the population
tv 1[ 11 rt:spcct to physical, physiological, and psycho-
lIWICJI ch~rscteristics and (2) analysis of relationships
Jmonq thv various measurements without reference to
,In I,iplicit tintte unwerse of persons,
Data From the Institutionalized Population Surveys–DIs-
contlnuw! [n 1975. Reports from these surveys are [n-
rlucfid In Srrles 13
D~ta on Health Resources Utilization–Statlstlcs on the
urilwmmn of health manpower and facilities provldlng
Iom-wrm care, ambulatory care, hospnal care, and family
pl~nnlng services.
SERIES 14. Data on Health Resources: Manpower and Facilities–
Statlsttcs on the numbers, gsographlc distribution, and
characteristics of health resources [nc[udlng phys[clans,
dentists, nurses, other health oc.cupmtons, hospitals,
nursing homes, and outpatient fac!llt[es
SERIES 15. Data From Special Survey s-Statmtlcs on health and
health .related topics collected [n spec!al surveys that
are not a part of the cont{nulng data systems of the
Nat[onal Center for Health Statlstlcs
SERIES 20. Data on Mortality –Var[ous statlst!cs on mortality other
than as included In regular annual or monthly reports
Spec]al analyses by cause of death, a+?, and othtir cJsmo-
graph!c variables, geographic and t[me serc?t anaJyws;
and statnstlcs on characteristics of deaths not JJaI!.abItL
from the vital records based on sample wrvi?ys of the:,:
records
SERIES 21 Data on Natality, Marriage, and Divorce– Varrous sta-
tistics on natallty, marr[age, and divorce other than as
Included [n regular annual or monthlv reports. Special
analyses by demographic variables, g~ograph[c and tim~
series analyses, studies of fertll!ty, and statmt[cs on
character tsttcs of births not available from the unal
records based on sample surveys of those records
SERIES 22 Date From the Natiorraf Mortality and Natality Surveys–
Discontinued In 1975. Reports from these sample surveys
based on wtal records are included In Serwi 20 and 21,
respect wely.
SERIES 23. Data From the National Survey of Family Growth-
Statlstlcs on fertility, family formation and dlswlut[on,
family planntng, and related maternal and [rrfar!t health
topics derwed from a perlodlc survey of a nattonwlde
probab[llty sample of ever-married women 15-44 years
of age.
For answers to quest[ons about this report or for a list of titles of
reports published m these series, contact.
Sc[entiflc and Technical [rrformatlon Branch
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